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Abstract- In this paper, we propose a new video denoising algorithm which uses an efficient wavelet based spatio-temporal
filter. The filter first applies 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) in horizontal and vertical directions on an input noisy
video frame and then applies 1-D discrete cosine transform (DCT) in the temporal direction in order to reduce the
redundancies which exist among the wavelet coefficients in the temporal direction. We observe that the subband coefficients
with large magnitudes occur in clusters in locations corresponding to the edge locations even after applying the above spatiotemporal filter. In this paper, we propose to use two different low complexity wavelet shrinkage based methods to denoise
the noisy wavelet coefficients in different subbands. The first method exploits the intra-scale dependencies between the
coefficients and thresholds the wavelet coefficients based on the measure of sum of squares of all wavelet coefficients within
a square neighborhood window. The second method exploits the inter-scale dependencies between the coefficients at
different scales in an individual slice of coefficients. After filtering the individual slices of coefficients, the denoised video
frames in time domain are obtained after inverse transforms. We propose to exploit the temporal redundancies between the
successive frames again in the time domain using low complexity selective recursive temporal filtering (SRTF). In the
proposed video denoising scheme, since the temporal redundancy is exploited both in the time and wavelet domain, the
denoising capability of the scheme is hence increased. The video denoising performance using the two proposed approaches
outperform many existing well known video denoising techniques including one recent well known method which uses the
similar transformation, both in terms of PSNR and visual quality. We also show that, simple soft thresholding using
Donoho’s threshold when used with this wavelet based spatio-temporal filter even outperforms many well known non linear
based video denoising techniques.
Keywords- Video denoising, discrete wavelet transform, wavelet shrinkage, discrete cosine transform, Temporal filtering.

I.

separable filters are available in 3 different forms spatial filtering is done before temporal filtering
[14][15], temporal filtering is done before spatial
filtering[16] [17] and both spatial and temporal filters
are applied parallel [2][9]. In [6], the authors extended
the spatio-temporal filter in the wavelet domain. In
[26], Nath et al. proposed a spatio-temporal filter
where 2D Lapped transform was applied in the spatial
domain and 1D DCT was applied in the temporal
direction. Local Wiener filtering was used to filter the
noisy transform coefficients. Recently, Plotkin et al.
proposed a similar transformation where 2D DWT
was applied in the spatial and 1D DCT was applied in
the temporal direction. The authors used hierarchically
adapted threshold to filter the transform coefficients.
Some of the video denoising techniques uses motion
compensation ([9], [10], [13], [16], [17] to better
exploit the considerable temporal redundancy in video
by temporally smoothing pixel values along the
motion trajectories. But, these motion compensated
filters are quite complex due to its computational
complexity and takes longer processing time.

INTRODUCTION

Digital video, which is a sequence of images or
frames are often corrupted by noise during acquisition
or transmission process that affects further processing
of the video. The noise deteriorates the quality of an
image and makes the tasks like compression and
segmentation very difficult. Hence it is very important
to reduce the noise in video sequences without
affecting the important features or details. In the video
applications, the noise is well approximated by the
white additive Gaussian model, which is considered
here.
In the recent years, a number of video denoising
methods have been proposed [2]-[26]. A review of
several noise reduction filters for video sequences is
given in [2]. In the literature, several non-linear
techniques for video denoising have been proposed.
Based on the order statistics of the pixel values in the
local spatio-temporal window, the alpha trimmed
mean filter [21] based on averaging of several
neighbors, estimates the filtered value of the given
pixel.
Many video denoising techniques employ spatiotemporal filters. The spatio-temporal filters for video
denoising can be classified as fully 3D or nonseparable and 2D+1D or separable. In literature, the
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In this paper, we have proposed two efficient video
denoising methods which uses the similar
transformation as proposed in [19]. The method tries
to exploit the temporal correlation both in the time and
wavelet domain which increases the efficiency of the
proposed algorithm. In order to obtain the estimate of
the noise free coefficients in an individual slice, we
propose to use two different wavelet shrinkage based
methods which efficiently exploits the ‘clustering’
feature of the transformed coefficients which exist
strongly in the subband locally and also across the
scales. The proposed method outperforms the recent
well known method [19] which uses the similar
transformation, in terms of PSNR.

In soft thresholding [27], the thresholded coefficient is
obtained as
if X > λ
X soft = sign ( X )( X − λ )
(3)

= 0 else

It is seen that the universal threshold is designed for
smoothness rather than minimizing the errors. But the
natural images are not sufficiently smooth. Moreover,
the universal threshold reduces more the noise
coefficients as N tends to infinity. But, natural images
are not composed of infinite number of elements.
Hence, an optimal threshold λ * = αλ is used in our
proposed methods which minimize mean square error.
The performance of the above mentioned thresholding
technique based on Donoho’s threshold value is
compared with that of our proposed methods in
experimental results. The optimal threshold value is
substituted in an expression which finally gives [18]
⎛
⎞
2 *2
⎟
x$ k = yk ⎜⎜ 1 − M λ
(4)
2⎟
z
∑
l
⎜
⎟
zl ∈N ( i , j )
⎝
⎠+
where N (i, j ) is an MxM local window centered over
the coefficient to be filtered. From the experiments we
have investigated the optimal threshold by varying
α and found it to be 0.25 which is very much less
than 1.0 for the simulated videos, as shown in Fig.3.
We show in the experimental results section that
simple soft thresholding with Donoho’s threshold
even shows encouraging results with this efficient
wavelet based spatio-temporal filter.

The paper is organized as follows. The proposed video
denoising scheme is presented in section II.
Experimental results are given in section III and in
section IV, the paper is concluded.
II. PROPOSED
SCHEME

VIDEO

DENOISING

Fig.1 shows the proposed video denoising framework
where 2D DWT is first applied spatially on the input
noisy video frames followed by a 1D DCT which is
applied temporally on the wavelet coefficients. The
application of 1D DCT in wavelet domain
decorrelates the temporal redundancies which exist
between the corresponding wavelet coefficients in the
temporal direction. We observe that the transform
coefficients obtained after application of 2D DWT and
1D DCT still shows highly non Gaussian statistics
with sharp peak and heavy tails and also exhibits
strong ‘clustering’ feature which means that the
coefficients with comparatively large magnitudes in a
subband tends to occur in clusters in positions
corresponding to edge positions in the spatial domain.
We propose to use two different wavelet shrinkage
methods which use neighboring coefficients in a local
window to obtain the estimate of the noise free
wavelet coefficients in an individual slice.
In wavelet domain, the noisy slice can be expressed as
yk = xk + nk
(1)
where xk represents wavelet coefficients of the
original slice.
The method popularly known as Neighshrink [18] is
used to denoise the individual slices of transform
coefficients in the first proposed method. The method
shrinks the transform coefficient based on the
information of sum of squares of all the wavelet
coefficients within a neighborhood local window. The
method assumes high correlation between the
neighboring coefficients in a local window. The
method first considers the Donoho’s universal
threshold [27] assuming an NxN size signal

λ = 2σ 2 log N 2

(2)

Fig.2 Parent-child relationships in a 4-level orthogonal discrete
wavelet transform
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Garden’ contaminated with pure additive white
Gaussian noise are processed with both of the
proposed methods . We process the noisy input video
frames in a group of 10 to keep the computational
complexity low. The implementation of soft
thresholding using Donoho’s threshold in the wavelet
(2D DWT+1D DCT) domain is referred to as Pr-Soft
method.

The second proposed method exploits the inter
subband correlation in an individual slice of
coefficients. We assume that there exists high
correlation between the wavelet coefficients lying in
different scales in an individual slice. In image
compression and denoising applications, this statistical
correlation between wavelet coefficients at different
scales is widely used and is known as parent child
interdependency as shown in Fig. 2. We propose to
use the ‘Neighlevel’ [18] method which is based on
exploitation of intersubband correlation. The filtering
equation based on ‘Neighlevel’ method [18] is given
by

Fig.3 PSNR performance v/s α in
sequences.

In Table I, the resultant PSNR values are compared
with that of 3D KNN filter [21], 3D alpha-trimmed
mean (ATM) filter [21], 3D RF filter [3], joint
Kalman-Wiener filter [9], LMMSE filter [13] ,
adapted weighted averaging (AWA) filter [13] ,PrSoft and Ref. [19] where similar transformation (2D
DWT+1D DCT) is used. The PSNR was averaged
over a total 60 frames. In Table II, the average PSNR
values of the test sequences ‘Salesman’, ‘Tennis’ and
‘Flower Garden’ after being processed with our
proposed methods are compared with some existing
methods [3][14][24][25][26]. For average PSNR
computation, we have taken 40 frames for
‘Salesman’, and 52 frames for both ‘Tennis’ and
‘Flower Garden’. We used an orthogonal wavelet
transform (Daubechies length-8 wavelet) with four
levels of decomposition with a center square shaped
window of 5X5 size and alpha value of 0.25 in both of
the proposed schemes. A threshold value of 24 was
chosen based on experimental study, for selective
recursive temporal filtering. The experimental results
in Table I shows that the proposed video denoising
framework outperforms many well known video
denoising schemes including Ref. [19] which uses the
similar transformation, both in terms of PSNR and
visual quality. This shows that the proposed filtering
using Neighshrink and Neighlevel better exploits the
intra-subband
and
inter-subband
correlation
respectively as compared to hierarchically adapted
thresholding [19] in the wavelet (2D DWT+1D DCT)
domain.

λ * = αλ for two

⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
2
*2
⎟
x$ k = yk ⎜ 1 − ( M + 1)λ
⎜
⎟
⎛
⎞
2
2
z
p
+
⎜
⎜
⎟
∑
l
⎜ z ∈N ( i , j )
⎟ ⎟⎟
⎜
⎝l
⎠ ⎠+
⎝

(5)

where zl denotes the coefficient to be filtered and
N (i, j ) is an MxM local window centered over the
coefficient to be filtered. p is the parent of the
coefficient to be filtered and λ * = αλ .
After denoising all the individual slices of wavelet
coefficients, 1D IDCT followed by 2D IDWT is
applied to obtain the denoised time domain frames. In
order to exploit the temporal redundancy in time
domain, we apply the simple selective recursive
temporal filtering (SRTF) in the time domain [14].
The SRTF further improves the denoising
performance of the proposed framework by temporal
averaging using motion information. It is to be noted
that SRTF uses very low complexity pixel based
motion detector.
III.

In Table II, except for WRSTF [24] and soft3D [25]
methods for Tennis and Flower garden sequence, both
the proposed methods outperform all other methods. It
is to be noted that unlike WRSTF, the proposed
schemes uses very low complexity pixel based motion
detector for temporal filtering. From both Table I and
Table II, it can be seen that the proposed methods
based on the modified optimal threshold value gives
better results than the method based on the universal
soft threshold with Donoho’s threshold, for all the
sequences which is quite obvious. From Table I we
can observe that the Pr-soft clearly outperforms the
non –linear methods as well as two wavelet based
methods in terms of PSNR.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For evaluation of the performance of the proposed
scheme, we have compared its output peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) values and visual quality with
some well known video noise reduction algorithms.
Five different standard video sequences ‘Miss
America’, ‘Hall’ ,’Salesman’, ‘Tennis’ and ‘Flower

In Fig. 4, PSNR per frame comparison for different
techniques from frames 10 to 50 has been shown. In
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the visual results for the 5th frame of
‘Flower Garden’ sequence and 9th frame of ‘Table
Tennis’ sequence are shown respectively.
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It can be observed that the proposed method provides
denoised video frames that are of good visual quality
and a smoother look with less distortion.

Fig.4 PSNR per frame comparison of different algorithms for
the sequence ‘Miss America’ with input PSNR=20dB.

IV.

CONCLUSION
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